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Abstract. Methods of proving that a term-rewriting system terminates are prrsented. They are 
based on the intuitive notion of ‘simplification orderings’, orderings in which any term that is 
syntactically simpler than another is smaller than the other. As a consequence of Kruskwl’s Tree 
Theorem, any nonterminating system must be self-embedding in the sense tha: it allows for the 
derivation of some term from a simpler one; thus termination is guaranteed if every rule in the 
system is a reduction in some simplification oraering. 
Most of the orderings that have been used for proving termination are indeed simplication 
orderings; using this notion often allows for milch easier proofs. A particularfy useful class of 
simplification orderings, the ‘recursive path orderings’, is defined. Examples of the use of 
simplification orderings in termination proofs are given. 
1. Introduction 
It is sometimes convenient o express programs in the form of term-rewriting 
systems. Such programs are easy to understand and have a simple, elegant syntax 
and semantics. For example, the following system of five rewrite rules transforms 
logical formulae [containing the operators v (disjunction), A (conjunction), and 
1 (negation)] into equivalent formulae in disjunctive normal form: 
l(a! vp)+(la Alp) 
l(a! Ap)+(la! vlp) W 
The first rule indicates that double negations may be eliminated,; the second an.d 
third rules apply DeMorgan’s laws to push negations inward; the last two ruks 
apply the distributivity of conjunction over disjunction. Such systems are becoming 
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increasingly popular in automarted simplification and theorem-proving applications;; 
some examples arc? 1 turriagn [l 11, Moses 1201, Griesmer and Jenks [7], Hearn [S], 
Ballantyne and Bledisoe [ 11, 3!,yer and Moore [2], Carter et al. [3], Weyhrauch [28:], 
and Musser [21]. 
The above program is executed for a given input term by repeatedly replacing 
subterms of the form of the left-hand8 side of some rule with the corresponding 
right -hand side, urrtiil no further rewrites are possible. Thus, the second rule in the 
above system may be apphed to the input term a A ll(b v c) by replacing l(b v c) 
with (lb A lc), thereby obtalining a A 1(3 A TC). The computation iterates in thjis 
manner, at each st:lge choosing some applicable rule and applying it to some . 
subterm. Continuing with our example: By applying the third rule, we get a A 
(-rrb v T-K). Two ap@ications of the first rule then yield a A (b v c). Finally, an 
application of the fourth rule gives (Q A b) v (a A c) which is in disjunctive normal 
form. At this point, wo rule is applicable and the system is said to have ‘terminated’ 
wit!? the final result (a h 6) v (a A c). 
To verify the correctness of such a program, one must show 
(1) that it alwalys terminates, i.e. given any input term, execution will always 
reach a stage for which there is no way to continue applying rules, and 
(2) that it is ‘partially correct’, in the sense that if it does terminate, then the 
final result is what was desired. 
In this paper, we deal only with the termination aspect of correctness. 
The difliculty in proving the termination of a system such as the; one for disjunctive 
no::mal form above stems from the fact that while some rules may decrease the 
size of a term, other rules may increase its size and duplicate occurrences of 
subterms. Furthermore, applying a rule to a subterm not only affects the structure 
of that subterm, but aiso changes thle structure of its superterms. Any proof of 
termination must takz into consideration the many difierent possible rewrite sequen- 
ces generated by the nondeterministic choice of rules and subexpressions. Various 
methods for proving termination of term-rewriting systems have been suggested 
in recent years, including Iturriaga [l 11, Knuth and Bendix [ 131, Manna and Ness 
[ 191, Lankford [ 151, Lipron and Snyder [IS], Plaisted [ 231, Plaisted [24], Dershowitz 
and Manna [6], and tar&ford [16]. In this paper we present new mlethods of proving 
termination. One ca:l show (Huet and Lankford [lo]) that termination is in general 
an undecidable property of such systems. 
The partial correctness of term-rewriting systems, on the ot?ler hand, is often 
easy to verify. One usually shows that each rule is ‘value-preserving’, i.e. if 1 + r is 
a rule in the system, then 2 = r in the intended interpretation. (In the above example, 
each rule preserves lo:p,ical equivalence.) Furthermore, one must verify that all 
possib!e ?!?a1 results have the desired properties, for example by showing that were 
a final result not of the desired form, then some rule could still be applied to it. 
(By the defin’t’ I 1011 sE disjunctive normal form, no compound formula may be 
negated, nor may a c&j Gzxhm be conjoined with another formula.) Hence, proving 
pa.rtial correctness is in many cases formally quite simple. 
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Another property of term-rewriting systems that is often desirable is ‘confluence’, 
i.e. that there be a unique final result for all rewrite sequences beginning w;ith the 
same term. The above system, for example, is not confluent: applying DeMalrgan”s 
laws to -~(a A (b v c)) yields (la v (lb A lc)), whi!e first distributing leads to 
(((ia A ia) v (-la A ic)) v ((ii, A ia) v (lb A 1~))). Confluent team-rewriting sys- 
tems are used as decision procedures for equational theories; see, among others, 
Knuth and Bendix [13], Slagle [25], Lankford [15], Huet [4], Lankford and Ballan- 
tyne [17], and Stickel and Peterson [26]. Termination is frequently a prerequisite 
for demonstrating confluence. 
To illustrate the difficulty of determining if and why a system terminates we 
present four variations on system (A): 
The first variation is 
l(a, V 13) --, (-Illa, A lllp) 
l(a! A 18) + (1llCU V lllp) 
aA(Pv++(~Ap)v(aAY) 
(Pv~)AcY+(~Acx)v(~A~ 
Here the second and third rules have been modified to introduce additional (double 
negations (that can be eliminated by the first rule). 
The next vari’atitin is the same as System (B) with the two rules for distribution 
removed: 
-$I! V p,-+ (-7-T1c.t A lllp) CC) 
.l(a! A 0’) + (11-W V lllp). 
This system pushes negations into disjunctions or conjunctions and eliminates 
double negations. 
The third variatioil is 
l(ck! V p)+ ((1--T-lc~ A lllfi) A (llla! A lllp)) 
l(a! A p) + ((llla V 1110) v (1110 v -11+)) (D) 
(a AcX)+ft 
(a! vcY)+cY. 
Here the second and 
juncts and disjuncts. 
added. 
third rules have been further comp!icated to duplicate con- 
To compensate, two rules for* their elimination have been 
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The last variation is the same as System (ID), exce:pt hat the extra negations 
have been removed from th’e second and third rules: 
l(a! V p)+ ((la A lp) A (la! A lp)) 
l(cY A p) + ((la! v 18) v (-xx v lp)) 03 
(CR VQ)-w. 
The reader is invited to determine which of these five systems do terminate and 
which do noI!. 
In the next section we characterize nontermination and show how ‘simplification 
orderin@ may be used to prove termination. (This extends the result reported in 
Dershowitz [S].) We explain why most of the orderings previously used for proving 
termination have in fact been simplification orderings. In Section 3 similar methods 
are described for using quasi-orderings to prove termination or the weaker concept 
“quasi-termination’. Then, in Section 4, we apply these methods to several orderings; 
in particular, we define a class of ‘recursive path orderings’ and show that they are 
simplification orderings. Finally, in Section 5, the use of these orderings in several 
termination proofs is illustrated. 
2. Termination an nonierminatim 
Given a set of og,erators F, we consider the set T(F) of all terms constructed 
from operators in E la general, we shall assume that all operators have variable 
arity ; thus, if f is an operator in F and tl, . . . , tn (n 3 0) are terms in T(F), then 
fft 19*“? t,) is also a term in T(F). The results of this paper apply to any subset T 
of T(F) with the property that f(tl, . . . , t,) is a term in T, only if f is an operator 
in F and tl, a.., tn are al/so terms in T. For example, T may restrict an operator f
to a fixed arity, in which case f(tl, . . . , t,) E T only if f is of arity n. 
A term-i*ewriting system P over such a set of terms T is a finite set of rewrite 
rules, each of the form ii(E)+ ri(E), where Zi(E) and Gri(6) are ‘open terms’, i.e. terms 
constructed from operators in F and from variables 6 [ranging over T). Such a 
rule may be applied to a term t E T if t contains 8, subterm &(a’) with the terms 
a’ E T substituted for the variables du’. The rule is applied by replacing the subterm 
ii in t with the term ri(d). (The variables appearing in ri must therefore be a 
subset of those in li.) The choice of which rule to apply is made nondeterministically 
from amongst he applicable rules; similarly, the choice of which subterm toI apply 
a rule to is nondeterministic. We write t-~ t’ (and say ‘P derive,s t”) ‘to indicate that 
the term t’ E T may be obtained from the term t E T by a single application of some 
rule in P. 
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For example, the one-rule system 
reparenthesizes a conjunction by associating to the right. A.pplying that rule to the 
term t=((aAb)AC)A(dAe),weget 
or alternatively, 
t+(a A b) A (c A (d A o))*a A (b A (c A (d A e))). 
In either case, no further applications of thte rule are possible. We say that a 
term-rewriting system P terminates for a Set of terms T, if there exist no infinite 
sequences of terms ti E T such that tl* t2 + t3 + l l l ; conversely, asystem is non - 
terminating if there exists any such infinite derivation. 
The homeomorphic embedding (‘syntactically simpIer’) relation 4 on terms in 
T(F) is defined as follows (viewing terms as ordered trees): 
s =fh s2, ’ ’ l 9 $nbQh f2, l l l , 0 = t, 
if and only if 
(a) f=gandsiat~i,forall5,1~i~m,where1~j~<jz~:*b~<j~~n,or 
(b) satiforsomej, ldjcn. 
Thus, s 4 t if s may be obtained from t by deletion of operators. For example, 
Tl(a A (a v bj’jd(c A 111((1a 
* is self-embedding if pi 4 tk for some 
j < k. With thi,s notion, we can characterize nonterminatisn in the fallowing manner: 
Nonterminatiw Theorem. If a term-rewriting system P does not terminate, then 
there exists an infinite se!f-embedding derivation. 
Proof. If P does not terminate, then by definition there exists at least one infinite 
derivation tl=+ t@ l l l . There can be only a finite number of operators appearing 
iin the derivation (those in tl and in P) and, by the Tree Theorem (Kruskal [ 14]? see 
next section), in any infinite sequence of terms tl, t2, . . . with a finite Plumber of 
operations, ts’ Stk for same j < k. 
lUote that homeomorphic self-embedding does not, however, imply nontermina- 
tion. For example, the term-rewriting systelm consisting of the single rule f(f(a )) 3 
f(g( f(a))) is both self-embedding and terminating.. But we can use homeomorphic 
embedding to give a sufficient condition for termination. First, we will need the 
following concepts: 
A partially-ordered seb (S, 2) consists of a set S and a transitive and irreflexive 
binary relation > defined on elements of S. (Asymmetry of a partial ordering 
follows from transitivity and irretiexivity.) A partially ordered set is said to be 
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rotafly ordered if for any two distinct elements s and s’ of S, eithe=r s > s’ or s’ Z :P. 
For example, both the set 9: olF integers and the set N of natural numbers are totally 
ordered by the ‘greater-than” relation 3>. Tyie set P(Z) of all subsets of the integers 
k parkzlly ordered bv the subset relation c . 
A partial ordering ‘* on a set S is said to be w&foupldeid if it admits no infinite 
descerrding sequences s1 t ~i2 > s3 >- l l l of elements of S. Thus, > is, a well-founded 
ordering of N, since no sequience can descend beyond 0, but > is not a well-founded 
ordering of 2, since - 1 Z -2 > -3 > l a l is an infinite descending sequence. 
The following definition and theorem (see [ 191, and also [ 151) are often used to 
prove the termination of term-rewriting systems: 
Definition 1. A relaxion R over a set of terms T is monotonic if 
tRt’ implies f(. . . t . . .)I?!(. . . t’ . . .) (replacement) 
for any termsf(. . . t. a .),f(. . . t’. . .)E T. 
Theorem I (Manna and Ness [19]). /I term-rewriting system P = (Ii + +}y_- 1 over a 
set of terms T terminates, if there exists a monotonic well-founded ordering >- over 
T such th(z t
I*rr, i=l,..., p, (reduction ) 
for any substitution of terms in X for the variables of li. 
The reduction condition asserts that applying any rule reduces the subterm to 
which the rule is applied in the well-founded ordering. The replacement condition 
allows for this ‘local’ measure by guaranteeing that reducing subterms also rkduces 
the top-level term. Thus, r’+ t’ implies d t t’. Since by the nature of a well-founded 
ordering there can be: no infinite descending sequences, there can also be no infinite 
derivations. 
Our method for proving termination is based on ehe following 
DefinHon 2. A transitive and irreflexive relation * (a partial ordering) is a 
simpiification ordering for a set of terms T if it possesses the following three 
properties: 
(1) t t t’impliesf(. . . t . . .)>,f(. , . t’ . . .), (replacement) 
(2) f(. . . t.. .p-;r, (subterm) 
(3) f(. . . t. . .pf(.. . . . . .) (deletion) 
foranytermsf(... tss..),f(...t’...),f(... . ..)ET. 
By iterating the au&term property, any term is also greater tlnan any of the (not 
necessarily immediate) s&terms contained within it. The deletion condition asserts 
that deleting subterms of a (variable arity) operator reduces the term in the ordering; 
if the operators f ha:;e fixe:d arity, the deletion condition is superfluous. Together 
the%:;: conditions imply that ‘syntactically simpler’ terms are smaller in the ordering: 
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Embedding Lemma. Lets and t be terms in T. Ifs s t, then s 5 t in any simplificat~8~n 
ordering s over T. 
In other words, the relation 4 is contained in the relation 5. As usual, s s t 
means trs or d=s. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the size (number of occurrences of operators) 
of t. Assume that s’ e t’ implies s’ 5 t’ for any t’ smaller than t and for any s’. By the 
definition of q if s = f(Sl, . . . , s,)ag(t1,. . . , tn) = t (m or n may be zero), then 
either 
(a) f = g and si S! tii for all i, 1 s i 6 m, in which case si -I fit by the induction 
hypothesis and therefore s 5 f (tit, . . . , ti,) 5 t by the replacement and deletion 
properties; or else 
(b) s 4 tj for somej, 1 <j s n, in which case s 5 ti -C g(. . . ti. . .) = t by the induction 
hypothesis and the subterm property, 
The following theorem gives a sufficient criterion for proving that a term-rewriting 
system terminates for all inputs. 
First Termination Theorem. A term-rewriting system P = (ii + ri}y= 1 over a set o,E 
terms T terminates i;' there exists a simplification ordering ) over T such that 
l,rri, i=I. ,..., p, (reduction ) 
for my substitution of terms in Tfor the variables of li. 
Proof. If P does not terminate, then by the Nontermination Theore:m there exists 
a derivation ti + l l . * tk (j -C k) such that ti GI tk and by the Embedding Lemma 
tj 5 tk in the given simplification ordering t. On the other hand, if fi * ri, then it 
follo~~s by the replacement property that tj t 9 l l z tk and by transitivity that ti >- tk,. 
This contradicts the asymmetry of the partial ordering >. 
NIost of the well-founded orderings that hav? been used to prove the termination 
of term-rewriting systems are in fact simplification orderings. The following prop- 
osition explains why. 
Prolposition. Any total monotonic ordering > on a set T(F) of terms over a finite set F 
of fixed-arity operators is well-<founded, if and only if it possesses the subterm property. 
Proof. If > is monotonic and has the subterm property, then it is a simplification 
ordering (the deletion property is vacuously true for fixed-arity operators). As is 
implicit in the preceding proof, a simplification ordering is well-founded when the 
set of operators is finite. 
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On the other hand, ‘were the subterm property not to hold, i.e. t +(. . . t . . .) for 
some term f(,. . . d . . .) t: T(F), then (by monotonicity) there would exist an infinite 
descending sequence l=- f(. . . (I . . .) * f(. . . f(. . . t . . J . . .) > l * 9 of terms in T(F). 
At the end of the next section a sufficient condition for the well-foundedness of
a simplification ordering is given. 
In this section we ifrvestigate methods for proving termination that use quasi- 
orderings. A quasi-or&red set (S, 1) consists of a set S and a transitive and reflexive 
binary relation 2: defined on clemrents of S. For example, the set Z of integers is 
quasi-ordered under the rekti<jn ‘greater or congruent modulo 3 Or. Given a quasi- 
ordering 2 on tf set S9 define the equivalence relation == as both 2 and 5, and 
thee partial ordering r as 2 but not 5 . 
We say that a term-rewriting system P is quasi-terminating for a set of terms T, 
if all (infinite) derivations contain only a finite number of different terms. 
Equivalently, any infimitz: derivation must contain some term twice. Thus, termina- 
tion of a qu&-terminating system for a given input term is decidable (construct all 
derivations initiated by tlirat term until they terminate or repeat). The following 
iheorem may be used to prove termination for all inputs. 
T%lmrem 2. A quasi-terminatkg term-rewriting system P = (li + ri]rz 1 over a set of 
terms T terminates if there exists a monotonic quasi-ordering 2 such that 
iizti, i=l,...,p (reduction ) 
for any substitu fion of terms in T fbr the variables of li. 
Proof@ In any infinite derivation of a quasi-terminating system there must 
be a segment i*ti+@- l - *ti := ti (i <j). NOW, it must be that for some (not 
necessarily proper) subterm si of ti, there is a self-derivation 
Si*Si+l* ” l *Sk=+Sk+l+” 9 l +sj = si in which a rule is applied to a top-level 
term Sk. By the monstonicity property, if t 2 t’ then f (. . . t . . .) Z f(. . . t’ . . .), and 
thus tat’ implies C’Zt’. But then Si ZSi+lk* l ’ ZSk >&+a 2’ l l kSi=Si, and by 
tfansitivity sk > sk+l It Sk9 whkh is a contradiction. 
To p:-ove that: a sys;tem isquasi-terminating, one can use the following 
&&-*.~e~tion Tl~e~~~rn. Let the quasi-ordering 2: be a monotonic extension of 
4~ simplification ordering > on a set of terms T. A term-rewriting system P = (li 9 Pi]:= I 
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ZiZri, i=l,...,p, 
for any substitution of terms in T for the variables of lie 
Proof. By the Nontermination Theorem and t.he Embedding Lemma, if P does 
not terminate, then in any infinite derivation ta --4 t@* l * , tj 5 tk for some j <: k. 
On the other hand, if Zi 2 ri, then it follows by monotonicity and transitivity that 
4 k tk, and consequently tj K tk. It must lbe then that tj = tk ; the system therefore 
quasi-terminates. 
Analogous to the definition of a simplification ordering, we have 
D&nition 3. A transitive and reflexive relation Z (a quasi-ordering) is 3 quasi- 
simpZi@ation ordering for a set of terms T il it possesses the following three 
properties: 
(1) t 2 t’implies f(. . . t . . .) Z f (. . . t’ . . .), (replacement) 
(2) f(. . . t.. .)w, (subterm) 
(3) f(. . . t. l .)kf(. . . . . .) (deletion) 
far any terms f(. . . t . . .), f (. . . t’ . . .), f (. . . . . .) f T. 
The Embedding Lemma also holds for quasi-simplification orderings, i.e. s s t 
implies s 5 t. 
We generalize the termination theorem of the previous ection with a 
Second Termination Theorem. A term-rewriting system P = (Ii + ri}y= 1 over a set of 
tlerms T terminates if there exists a quasi-simplification ordering Z such that 
li>ri, i=l,...,p, (reduction) 
for any substitution of terms in T for the variables of li. 
Proof. If no rules are applied to the top-level terms ti of an infinite derivation 
l’p=*t@ l ‘) then some proper subterm of tl must also initiate an infinit.e derivation. 
Thus, for any infinite derivation tl+ t@ l l l , some (not necessarily proper) subterm 
:rr of tl must initiate an infinite derivation S&V& l •_si~sI.-&* l 6 in which 
a rule is applied to a top-level term si. Under the assumptions of the theorem, 
tr 2~ sr (subterm property),, s1 Z s2 zz v . l z si (replacement property), and si ) si-+ 1 
(reduction). By transitivity, then, tl s si+l. 
Accordingly, were P not to terminate, then an infinite descending sequence of 
tesms ui would exist, beginning with u1 = tl and z.42 = si+ 1, and then continuing with 
thYe descending sequence extracted from the remaining infinite derivation 
Si+l*Si+2*" l ' . Since this sequence ul%.d2>" 'hfj>' "t&>"' is con- 
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strutted from a finite number of operators, Uj 5 uk for some j <C k (Tree Theorem 
and Embedding Lemma). But Uj :- Uk anld Uj 5 Uk is a contrad!ztion. 
We conclude this section with a sufficient condition for the restriction s of a 
quasi-simplification ordering 2 to bc well-founded. 
Definition 4 (Kruskal [14]), A set S is well-quasi-ordered under a quasi-ordering 
5 if every infinite sequence sr, ~2, . . . of elements of S contains a pair of elements 
si and Sk, j < k, such that Sj 5 Sk. 
Note that any finite set is well-quasi-ordered under any quasi-ordering (including 
equality). It follows from the definitions that a set is well-founded under the partial 
ordering S- when it is well-quasi-ordered under 5 ; the converse is true for total 
orderings, i.e. if a set is well-founded under a total ordering >, Gitin it is well-quasi- 
ordered under 5. 
WelMoundedness Theorem. Let 2 be a Squasi-simplificanion ordering for a set of 
terms T(F). If there exists any well-quasi-ordering S of the set of operators F such that 
f ‘r-g implie-c:f*(tl, . . . , t,)>g(tl, . . , tn) (operator replacement) 
for all terms f(t,, . . . , t,,), g(tl, . . . , tn) E T(F), then T(F) is well-quasi-ordered under 
5 and well-founded under the partial ordering 2. 
Cor&~ry. If 2 is a quasi-simplification ordering for a set of terms T(F) over a finite set 
of operators F, then T(F) is well-founded under the partial ordering t. 
To prove this theorem, we first need the full version of Kruskal’s Tree Theorem. 
A quasi-ordering 5 of a set of operators F can be extended to a homeomorphic 
embedding relation s5 on the terms T(F), as follows: 
s = f(s*, s2,. . . , s,) 45 gh, f2, l + l , tn) = 4 
ib and only if 
(a) f<gandsia,tji,foralli,1~i~m,where1~j~<j2<*”<jmdn,or 
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where s is the ‘less than or equal’ ordering of numbers. Note that 4, as defined 
in the previous section, is the homeomorphic extension of equalifty. 
Tree Theorem (Kruskal [14]). A set P of uperators is well-quasi-ordered under a 
quasi-ordering 5 , if and only if the set of tmns T(F) is well-quasi-ordered under 
the embedding relation dQs. 
As a special case: if F is finite, then T(F’b is well-quasi-ordered under 4, since 
F is well-quasi-ordered under = . A simple proof of the generai theorem may be 
found in Nash-Williams [22]. 
Proof of Well-foundedness Theorem. If F is well-quasi-ordered under 9, then 
T(F) is well-quasi-ordered under dg (Tree Theorem). It is eas!y to see (along the 
lines of the Embedding Lemma) that s d4 t implies s 5 t. Thus, T(F) is well-quasi- 
ordered under 5 and is therefore well-founded under ). 
4. Applications 
In this section, we give a recursive definitioln of an ordering on terms and show 
that it is a simplification ordering and also that (under suitable conditions) it is 
well-founded. 
Given a partial ordering :, on a set S, it may be extended to a partial ordering 
:* on finite multisets of elements of S, wherein a multiset is reduced by removing 
one or more elements and replacing them with any finite number of elements, each 
of which is smaller than one of the elements removed. For example, if > is the 
‘greater than’ ordering on the natural numbers, then (3, 3, 4, 0) >> (3, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 
4) in the multiset ordering, since an occurrence of 3 has been replaced by five 
smaller numbers and in addition an occurrence of 0 has been removed (i.e. replaced 
by zero elements). Such a multiset ordering :* is well-fouslded, if and only if S is 
well-founded under t (see [6]). We use this multiset ordering in the following 
IDefinition 5. Let * be a partial ordering on a set of operators F. The recursive 
path ordering r* on the set T(F) of terms over F is defined recursively as follovs: 
s =f(s1, l . l , Sm)~*g(tl,. . . , t,)= t, 
if and only if 
f = g and (~1, . . . , s,} B*(tl, . . . , t,}, 
or 
f >g and {s}**{tl, s . . , t,,}, 
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or 
f Zg and {sl,. . . , sm}&*{t}, 
where ** is the extension of s* to multisets and >>* means x-* or = o 
Two terms shall be considered equal if they are the same except for permutations 
among subterms. This definition is similar to a characterization of the ‘path of 
subterms’ ordering given in [24]. 
To determine, then, if a term s is greater in this ordering than a term t, the 
outermost operators of the two terms are compared firs:. If the operators are equal, 
then those (immediate) subterms of t that are not also subterms of s must each be 
smaller (recursively in thle term ordering) than some subterm of s. If the outermost 
operator of .r is greater than that of t, then s must be greater than each subterm 
of 1; while if the outermost operator of s is neither equal to nor grqater than that of t, 
then some subterm ot s must be greater than or equal to t. For example, representing 






=t I / ‘\, / 1 / \ 
0 0 s 3’ *\i, 3 3 
I I I I 
0 0 0 0 
in the recursive path ordering over T(N) with the operators ordered by >: By the 
definition of >*, to compare two terms with the same outermost operator, in our 
case 3, we must compare (the multisets of) their subtr:rms, viz. 
3 /2\1 and 2/1\ 2 
I /\ /\ /\ l 
0 0 3 3 03 3 
I I I I 
0 0 0 0 
Since 2 > 1, for the former to be greater than the later we must have 
/2\, 2 
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Since 2 = 2, we must now compare 
in the multiset ordering >>*. Finally, since 
1 
0 / ‘3 
I 
0 
is greater than both 
3 
0 and I, 
0 
we indeed have s >* t. 
We have 
Theorem 3. The recursive path ordering ** is a simpli’cation ordering. 
Proof. We must show that the relation 9 is irreflexive and transitive and that ilt 
satisfies the replacement, subterm, and deletion conditions of simplification 
orderings. 
Irreflexivity : We wish to prove that t +* t for any term t. The proof is by induction 
on the size (number of operators) of t. If t is of the form f(tl, . . . , t,), then by the 
inductive hypothesis, the relation >* is irrefiexive for its subterms tfi It follows 
from the definition of the multiset ordering that {tl, . . . , t,) %-* {tl, . . . , tn}. Thus, 
by the definition of the recursive path ordering, f( t 1, . . . , t, ) F* f( tl , l l n , t,, h 
§ubterm : We show instead that if s k* t for two terms s and t, then 
(a) s >* ti for any immediate subterm tj of t and 
(b) f(. . . s . . .) %* t for any superterm f(. . . s . . .) of s. 
Since SZ* s, it follows from (b) that f(. . . s . . .) >-* s, as desired. 
Let g and h be the outermost operators OF s and t, respectively. We prove (,a) 
and (b) simultaneously by induction on the (combined) size of s and t. 
For (a), s >* ti, consider three cases: 
(I) g = h. By the definition of >*, if s S-* t then si ?* ti for some subterm si of S, 
and by the inductive hypothesis (b) it follows that s s* th 
(2) g r h. In this case, it hollows directly from the definition of +* that s )* fp 
(3) g 22 h. From the definition of >*, we have Si ‘L* t for some subterm Si of S. 
By the inductive hypothesis (a), si t* ti, and by hypothesis (b), we get s ** fb 
For (b), f(. . . so. .) >* t, wle again consider three cases: 
I 1) f = h. We already know (a) that s >* fj for aity subterm fi of t. Thus, by the 
definition of the multiset ordering, 1. . . s . . .} **{. . ti. . .) and by the definition of 
+, f(. ..s.. p-*1; 
(2) f>h. Since s ZQ, it follows from the inductive hypothesis (b) that 
f( . . . s . _ .) 9 ti, and therefore (f(. . . s . . .)} 9 {. . . ti. . .} in the multiset ordering. 
Thus, by the definition of )“, f(. . . s . . .) >* t, 
(3) fZh. We are given that s ‘L* f: It follows from the definition of the multisct 
ordering that {. . . s. . .) ,>*{t} and from the definition of +* that f(. t . s. . .) >* t. 
Transitivity: We must show that s +* t and t t* u together imply s 9’ U. 
Note that by the subterm condition, s ** tj and t >* uk for any immediate sub- 
terms ri of t and 6fk of u. Le:t f, g, and h be the outermost operators of s, r, and U, 
respectively. The proof is by induction on the size of s, t, and u and considers five 
cases: 
(1) f > h. By the definition of s >* u, we must ~53~ that s >* uk for all subterms 
uk of u. But we are given that s )* t )* &fk and the result follows by the induction 
hypothesis, since & is smaller than u. 
(2) f is g, h, We are given that Si _ >*‘t >* u for some subterm si of s. By the 
induction hypothesis, si t* LI, since sa is smaller than s, and by the definition of )*, 
0-*l4. 
(3) / = h 2 g. We must show that {. . . si . . ,I s-v* {. . . uk . . .} and are given that 
Si - wc t +* uk for some Si and for all uk. The result follows by the induction hypothesis. 
(4) g ?k h. We are given that s b* t, for any subterm tj of t, while by the definition 
of z =c* u, we have ti ?* u for some ti. Thus, s >* ti L* u, and s ** u follows from 
the induction hypothesis, since fi is smaller thtan i. 
(5) f = g = h. Twe must. show that {. . . Si . . .} r>*{. . . uk . . .} and are given that 
I ** . . si s l l ) **{. . l tj l - l ) *“(e l . uk a s .}. By the induction hypothesis, Si s* ti >* uk 
implies Si >* uk for all Si, tj, and Uk9 and SinCe: the extension of a tranSitiVe rehtiOII 
to multisets is also transitive, it follows that {. . . bi . . .) B-* {. . . uk . . .). 
These five cases cover all possible relations between f, g, and h (if fog, then 
cases 1, 2, and 3 cover f > h, f’?? h, and f = h, rsspectively:, if f’~ g, then cases 1, 
4, and 5 cover g 2 h # f, g Z h, and g = h == f, :*espectively). Thus, our proof of 
transitivity is complete. 
Replacement: By the definition of a multiset ordering, (. . , s . . .} **{. . . s’ . . .} 
if s t*s’. Therefore, by the definition of the recursive path ordering, 
f(. . l s. . .) =-*f(. . . s’ . . .). 
Deletion : By the definition of a multiset ordering, {. . . s . . .} :** (. . . . . .). Thus, 
by the definition of the recursive path ordering, .!(. . . s . . .) >-*f(, . . . . .). 
Since the recursive path ordering is a simplifii.:ation ordering, it may be used in 
conjunction with the First Termination Theo1 em to prove the termination of 
term-rewriting systems. The following theoren:i gives a necessary and sufficient 
condition for the ordering to be well-founded. 
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Theorem 4. The recursive path ordering 9 opil the set of terms T(F) is well-founded, 
if and only if the partial ordering s on the set of operators Fis well-founded. 
Proof. The ‘only-if’ direction follows trivially from the fact that for f, g E F, f r g 
implies f >* g. 
The proof of the ‘if’ direction is an application of the Well-foundedness Theorem: 
If + is well-founded, then (using Zorn’s Lemma) it can be extended to some total 
well-founded ordering b+ on F. Since F is then well-quasi-ordered under 5 + and 
the recursive path ordering >T satisfies the operator replacement condition, i.e. 
f Z+g implies f(tl, . . . , t,,)rTg(tl, . . . , t,,) (by the subterm property), it follows (by 
the Well-foundedness Theorem) that > T is well-founded. But 9! contains l +* 
(t-b * t’ implies t >T t’ by a straightforward induction); therefore, >* must be 
well-founded as weil. 
It turns out that when b is a total ordering, the recursive path ordering 9 is 
in effect the same as P-: ‘path of subterms’ ordering defined in Plaisted [24] in a more 
complex manner. When t is partial, the recursive path ordering is contained in (an 
obvious extension of) the ‘path of subterms’ ordering. Our proof of well-foundedness 
extends to the latter as well; Plaisted’s proof is considerably ionger and requires that 
> be total. 
The ‘multiset’ and ‘nested multiset’ orderings in [6] and the ‘simple path’ ordering 
in [23] are special cases of this recursive path ordering in which the multiset 
constructor is greater than other operators. Their well-foundedness follows as a 
corollary of this theorem. 
One way of extending the recursive path ordering is to allow some function of 
a term f(tt, . . . , tn) to serve the role of the operator f. For example, we can considt:r 
the kth operand tk to be the operator, and compare two ter:;ls by first recursively 
comparing their kth operands. This yields a simplification ordering for the same 
reasons that the ori$nal definition does. Furthermore, this new ordering satisfies 
the operator replacement condition, i.e. tk ?* t; implies f (tl, . . . , tk, . . . , t,, ) ?I* 
f(t1, . . . , tic, . . . , t,;j. 
To prove that this extended ordering is wlell-founded, we appeal to thz Well- 
fnundedness Theorem. Define the depth d(t) of a term t to be the maximum nesting 
of kth operands. It is easy to show that s 9 I, for two terms s and t, if d(s) > d(t). 
Thus, it suffices to show for all i that terms of depth i are well-quasi-ordered and 
consequently well-founded. This follows immediately from the Well-foundedness 
Theorem by induction on the depth i. 
Further extensions of the recursive path ordering may be found in Kamin and 
Levy [12]. 
Other examples of simplification orderings are the (‘linear’) ordering in [13] and 
the ‘polynomial’ ordering in [16]. Whereas these methods require that terms be 
mapped onto the well-founded nonnegative integers, using simplification orderings 
allows the methods to be extended to domains that are not theqmselves well-founded. 
For example, in Dershowitz [5] we suggest associating apolynomial F(xl, . . . , x,) 
over the reds with each n-ary operator fi This mapping extends to a morphism q 
on terms by letting rp(f(L ’ l l , tm))=FkPItd, l 9 l 9 cp(t,)). For any choice of 
polynomials E, one must h3.ve that .xi Z= x f implies F(xl, . . . , Xi, . . . , x,) a 
Wl 
i 
9*-*9 Xi9 l ... x,) and F(,x~, . * . , xi, . . . , x, ) 2 xi for all positions i and for all 
real-valued1 X’S, and that q(li) > (P(Q) for all rules li + /ri and for all real value 
assignments cp(cw) to the variables a! in la. (Allowing the x’s to take on any real 
value is usually too strong a requirement; instead one may show that terms always 
map into some subset R’ of the reals, i.e. x1, . . , , x,, E R’ implies F(xl, I . . , x,) E R’. 
Then one need only show that the conditions hold for all x’s in R’.) 
These conditions are all decidaible (albeit in superexponential time) for poly- 
nomials over the reals (Tarski [27]; see Cohen [4] for a much briefer decision 
procedure). Thus, the polynomial ordering can be effectively ‘lifted’ to open terms. 
It is similarly decidable if there exist polynomials F (and predicate R’) of a given 
maximum degree that satisfy +Lt: conditions and thereby prove termination. (The 
procedure, however, cannot point to the! appropriate polynomials.) For polynomials 
over the natural numbers, these conditilons are not decidable (see [16]). 
We return, in this section, to the six examples (A-F) of term-rewriting systems 
that have been presented in the previous sections. We prove that four of them 
terminate, as do two additional examples (G-H). 
(A) Our first example was the following system for computing the disjunctive 
normal form of a logical formula: 
l(a! v p)+ (32 A lp) 
l(a! A p) + (ICY v 18) 
We wish to prove that thi!! system terminates lfor all inputs. It can be shown that 
no polynomial ordering reduces for all five rules, We can, however, use a recursive 
path ordering on terms with operators 1, A, and v ordered by 1>- A > v . Since 
this is a simplification orderiing on terms, by the First Terminz tion Theorem, we 
need only show that 
7-U >* cy, 
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for any terms cy, /3, and >‘. 
The first inequality follows from the subterm condition of simplification orderings. 
By the definition of the recursive path ordering, to show that +a v 6) s* (~a A up i 
when Y> A, we must show that ~(a! v 6) t* --try and -& A p) 2* 1@ Now, since 
the outermost operators of ~(a! v p,, ICY, and + are the same, we must show that 
(Y v p **a, and a! v @ >-“p. But this is true by the subterm condition. Thus the 
second inequality holds. By an analogous argument, the third inequality also holds, 
For the fourth inequality, we ,must show cy A (p v y) s* (a A 8) v (cy 1~ y). Since: 
A * v , we must show Q r\ (/3 v y) *“LY A p and a A (p v y) >*LY A y. By ahe definition 
of the recursive path ordering for the case when two terms have the same cutermost 
operator, we must show that {cu, fl v y} **{a, /3) and {a, p v y} **{a, ri. These two 
inequalities between multisets hold, since the element /3 v y is greater than both p 
and y with which it is replaced. Thus the fourth inequality holds. Simi!arSy the fifth 
inequality may be shown to hold. Therefore, by the First Termination Theorem* 
this system termina?es for all inputs. 
(B) The variant 
of System (A) does not in fact terminate for all inputs, though whenever it does 
terminate, the resulting expression is in disjunctive normal form. 
To see that it does not terminate, consider the following derivation: 
ii(a A (a 4 b))*il((a A a) v (a A 6)) 
=+* l *=+-$(-la V-XZ)A(-?a Vlb)) 
=3l((la A (la v lb)) v (-la A (ra v 7b))) 
=+(i-iiiia A(ia vib))n -ii7(ia A (la v I~)))**Y 
Thus, beginning with a term of the form 11(ct A (a! v p)), a term containing a 
subterm of the same form is derived, and the process may continue ad infinitum. 
2% 
(C) Our third example was 
--V--if2 -, ar 
N. Denhowitz 
l(a’/p)+ (--r-l1a Al-lip) 
‘We cannot order the operators o as to enable the use of a recursive path ordering 
to prove the termination of this system. Instead, we use the Second Termination 
Theorem and define the following quasi-simplification ordering: t Z t’ for two terms 
( and t’, if and only if 
[a] 2 [t’] and 
{{cr]: TCY appears in t) 2 {[a]: 7a appears in t’}, 
where [c&j denotes the number of occurrences of operators other than 1 in cy, and 
2 means either >> in the multiset extension of the ordering > on numbers, or 
else =. 
It is easy to see that this quasi-ordering satisfies the replacement and subterm 
prop&es of quasi-simplification orderings on fixed-arity terms. It remains to show 
that each rule reduces the subterm it is applied to under the ordering >. For all 
three rules the number of operators other than I is the same on both sides. To 
see that 
-l-la >a, 
note that there are cvo less elements in the multiset of numbers of operators for 
the right-hand side than for the left-hand side. To see that 
-l(ar v s) > (111ar A ilip) and ~(a! A p) z (11-1~~ v lllp), 
note that the number of operators other than 1 in ar v /3 and cx A p is greater than 
, 
(Y, --v+, --@, and p. Thus the multisets corresponding to the 
strittly greater than those for the right-hand sides. 
that of TYX, ~a, 
left-hand sides are 
(D) The system 
l(ar vp)+q l-‘-iltk’ A lllp) A (-1llQ’ A -Ill@)) 
-$(x A p) 3 ((l-lla V 1-I l@) V (117.1 V 11-l@)) 
(a! Ack+a 
(a! vff)-uY, 
however, does not terminate. The following derivation demonstrates this: 
--J-Y(G A 6)=$1((-r-ma v 1116) v (11~~ v --1-n6))=+~ 0 l 
+-+~a v --x5) v (-~a v 16)) 
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*((-711(1(2 vlb)A1l1(lc2 V-lb)) 
(E) The proof of the termination of the system 
-k A p)+ ((la V lp) v (la v lp)) 
is similar to that of System (A). We use the recursive path ordering with the 
operators partially ordered by 1> A and l=- v . 
We have 
llo-*cy, (cYA(Y)+%t and (cw vc+-*cy, 
by the subterm condition; we have 
l(Q vpP*(( TQ! Alp) A (la! A lp)j and T(cY Ap)~*((la V--lp)V(-ICY V--I@)), 
since 1 is greater than both A and v , and the subterms (Y v p and CY A p are greater 
than either a or p by the subterm condition. 
Using the recursive path ordering to prove the termination of systems in this 
manner, generalizes the conditions for termination in [l 11. The cases where 
Iturriaga’s method works are those for which the operators are partially ordered 
so that the outermost (‘virtual’) operators of the left-hand side of the rules are 
greater than any other (‘complementary’) operators on the left-hand siide, which 
in turn are greater than any other operators. 
(F) To prove the termination of the one-rule system 
we again use the Second Termination Theorem. We define the quasi-ordering t 2 I”, 
if and only if 
or else (t and t’ are conjunctions and) 
where la I denotes the total number of occurrences of operators in CY and1 tl and t\ 
are the left conjuncts of t and t’, respectively. 
TO see that this is a quasi-simplification ordering, note that t z t’ implies ItI > It’l. 
Replacing a right conjunct t2 with a smaller or equivalent one (under 2) can only 
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decrease the total size of a conjunction t = tl A tz and cannot change the size of tl; 
replacing fl with a smaller or equivalent left conjunct cannot increase the size of 
t or tt. The subterm condition tl A f2 Z tl, t2 obvious&y holds since ItI A f2] > [t& II!~]. 
It re+mains to show that 
But I(CU A0) A yl = ia A (p A y)l, while Ia! A fll> la I, and the proof is complete. 
This example illustrates how the concGtions for termination required by the 
methods of Knuth and Bendix [13] and Lankford [16] may be relaxed: Given a 
quasi-ordering z:F on (fixed arity) operators and a quasi-simplification ordering >T 
on terms, such that 
f( . . l t . . .) =Tf implies f unary and 
f zFg 2.x 311 operators g, (*I 
we define the quasi-simplification ordering 
s = f(s*, . . l , sm)2g(tl, l l l , tn) = f, 
if and only if 
(4 f, Sl, l l ” 9 s?n)W, g, h, l l l Y t,‘), 
where the two tuples are compared lexicographically, first according to the terms 
s zTf, then according to the operators f k& and finally according to the subterms 
Si ZT fi (or, alternatively, Si 2 ti recursively). The condition (*) ensure that Z possesses 
the subterm property. To prove termination, one must find appropriate quasi- 
orderings 2-F and ZT for which Zi Z r, for all rules Zi + ri in the given system. In the 
above example: s +f if and only if IsI > If 1, and -2~ is equality. (This method applies 
also to example (C) with s )‘Tf if and only if [s] ait], -I ZFg for all other g, and 
subterms compared recursively. 
The method of Xnuth and Bendix assigns apositive integer weight o each zero ry 
operator and a nonnegative integer weight to each other operator, with 2~ compar- 
ing terms according to the sum of the weights of their respective operators, ZF a 
total ordering of operators, and subterms compared recursively. Thus, (*) requhres 
that a unary operator have zero weight only if it is the largest operator under >F, 
Lankford replaces the linear sum of weights function with monotonic polynomials 
having nonnegative integer coefficients. Since both these mlethods use total 
monotonic or’derings, the subterm condition is both necessary and sufficient for the 
orderings to be well-foundc:r; the integer requirements are not themselves 
necessary. Thus, instead of using a specific linear or polynomial ordering tcl orient 
rules generated by the Knuth-*Bendix ‘completion’ algorithm [13], one could use a 
decision procedure for real polynomials to determine, at each step of the alg;orithm 
and for both possible orientations, Twhether there exists any ordering of a specific 
degree that reduces for all the rules obtained. 
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This example also illustrates the use of quasi-termination: The quasi-ordering 
2, where t 2 t’ if and only if ItI 2 It’l, is a monotonic extension elf the simplification 
ordering P =e t’. Since (ar A @) A y = a A (p A y), the system quasi-tcrmir!at& To com- 
plete the proof of termination, the monotonic quasi-ordering Z’, where t k’t’ if 
and only if ItI = It’1 and ItI1 3 It; I, may be used. 
The method of Lipton and Snyder [18] is somewhat similar in its use of quasi- 
termination. Whereas they require that > be a well-founded o-ordering, we requiire 
it to be monotonic; without monotonicity they must insist that ii =r , and not & 2 ri. 
For t 2 t’ they use l,tl s lt’l. 
(G) To illustrate the use of an operand as an operator in a recursive path ordering, 
consider the one-rule system 
ifW!a, P, Y), &4+ ifb, if@, 6, d, ifh &4). 
The conditional expression “if& p, y)” stands for “if LY then @ else y” and this 
system ‘normalizes’ conditional expressions by repeatedly remolhng nested if’s from 
the condition cy. 
To see that this system terminates we consider the condition to be the operator. 
‘Fhe condit’iol\ if@, ,B, y) of the left-hand side is greater (by thje! subterm property) 
than the condition a of the right-hand side. Thus, we need to show that the left-hand 
side is greate? than both right-hand-side operands if( 0, 8, E) and if(y, 6, E). Again, 
if (a, p, y) is greatler than both operators fi and y, and now the left-hand side is 
clearly greater than the remaining operands S and E. 
This methGJ woluld work for system (F) as well. 
(H) Finally, CGnSideF the System 
l(dy V $?) + (la, A lp) 
l(ff A@)+(lcr Vlp) 
(a, A a!)-..cy, 
combining the rules for disjunctive normal form of system (A) with associativity 
of conjunction and disjunction as in system (F). Unfortunately, the orderings used 
for each of those two Systems can increase for the other Svstem. 
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Nevertheless, we can combine the recursive path Idea used for (A) with the 
lexicographic idea of (F) by using operands as operators in a recursive path ordering. 
We let 1 t A > v as for (A), but use the first operand as the operator when comparing 
two conjunctions and the second operand as operator when comparing disjunctions. 
(This is similar to the use of lexicographic recursive path orderings in Kamin and 
Levy WI.) 
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